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Abstract 

 

Experimental investigation of suction bucket 

foundations under vertical pullout loading 

Hong, Seongho 

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 
 

 Tripod bucket foundations have been identified as a feasible 

foundation to support offshore wind turbine structures. The structure is 

subjected to horizontal load due to wind and wave forces. The imposed load 

induces a push and pull mechanism which governs the capacity of the overall 

system. The bearing capacity of the foundation is relatively large while the 

pullout capacity is rather limited. The pullout of a single bucket in a tripod 

system determines the overall stability and requires investigation in order to 

satisfy the applicability. Therefore, a series of 1-g experimental tests were 

conducted on model suction buckets to evaluate the pullout capacity affected 

by the drainage conditions. The drainage conditions during failure were varied 

by applying different loading rates and aspect ratios of the model bucket. 

Resistance to pullout forces and variation of suction pressure during failure is 

analyzed in detail. A simple approach is proposed to estimate the pullout 

capacity for preliminary design purposes. Also, a drainage factor was proposed 

based on the model test to classify the drainage condition during pullout.  

Keywords: Bucket foundation, Pullout capacity, Suction force, Drainage 

conditions, 1-g model test, Loading rate 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 General 

 

In the response to the United Nation’s requirement for countries to 

mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, the South Korean Government 

sought a plan to increase renewable energy production from 4.8% to 20% 

by 2030. Site investigations have revealed that the southwestern sea is 

an ideal site for wind power generation due to favorable wind speeds (> 

6.9 mm/s), shallow to deep waters (10 ~ 60 m), and a short distance from 

the on-land substations. A tripod foundation which is an expanded form 

of a single bucket foundation has been identified as a possible option to 

support wind turbines. The tripod bucket foundation is subject to failure 

by horizontal loading due to the impact of wind and wave loads.  

The moment and horizontal capacities of the tripod bucket in the 

offshore environment have been addressed by previous studies and 

revealed that the tripod buckets resist the imposed force by a push-pull 

mechanism. Based on the push-pull mechanism, bucket foundations 

sustain a relatively large compressive force but fail to endure an equal 

amount of pullout force. The relationship between the pullout and 

moment capacities of the bucket was discussed by Tran et al (2018). The 

moment capacity can be calculated by considering the spacing of buckets, 

the pullout capacity of the upward buckets, and the vertical weight of the 

wind turbine structure. Previous researches have investigated the failure 

mechanism for the pullout capacity by classifying the failure modes as 

drained, partially drained, and undrained. Failure modes can be defined 

by the relative velocity between the bucket foundation and the subsurface 

soil and even the deformation characteristics of the inner soil core. The 
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failure mechanism is affected by the surrounding soil, aspect ratios of the 

bucket foundation which leads to the difference in drainage length and 

the subsurface area resisting the pullout force. Current studies have 

mainly focused on dense clay and sand since most offshore wind turbines 

are embedded in dense ground conditions. The investigation of pullout 

capacity under loose sand is scarce and reliable preliminary design 

methods have not yet been provided. Therefore, a study is required to 

indicate the pullout capacity for the bucket foundations embedded in 

loose sand considering multiple factors influencing the overall stability 

 

1.2 Objective 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the pullout behavior of 

bucket foundations embedded in loose sand. In summary, the main 

objectives are as followed 

 

(a) Investigation of suction and displacement behavior during pullout 

through 1-g model tests. 

 

(b) Evaluation of pullout capacities classified by drainage conditions 

considering the aspect ratio of the bucket foundation and the loading rate. 

 

(c) Observation of soil heave and deformation of failure surface 

during pullout. 

 

(d) Propose a simplified approach to estimate the pullout capacity for 

preliminary design purposes 
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1.2 Outline 

 

The thesis consists of five chapters. Brief information of the subsequent 

chapters is presented. 

Chapter 1: Provides background, objective, and outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2: Provides information on previous researches on the failure 

mechanisms during bucket pullout and the theoretical approach to estimate 

the pullout capacity. 

Chapter 3: Provides information on the experiment setup. Model ground 

preparation, bucket specification, loading equipment, instrumentations will 

be presented. 

Chapter 4: Test results including the load-displacement behavior, pore 

water pressure inside and outside of the bucket will be presented. Also, the 

deformation of soil during pullout will be provided. 

Chapter 5: Evaluating the pullout capacity for the 1-g model test will be 

illustrated. The analysis will be divided into three parts (drained, partial, 

undrained). A drainage factor will be presented to classify the drainage 

condition during failure based on the experiment results. Finally, a simplified 

equation will be proposed for the undrained capacity for preliminary design. 

Chapter 6: Main findings and conclusions will be expressed. 
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Chapter 2 Previous research 

 

2.1 Overview 

Suction bucket foundations have been employed throughout the world in 

the oil and gas industries. The suction buckets have been applied as a 

component of the foundation system rather than a single foundation. 

However, in the field of offshore wind turbines, suction buckets are utilized 

as a single foundation system. Currently, various types of offshore wind 

foundations are employed and selected considering several factors such as 

water depth, geotechnical condition, and size of wind turbines (Koh and Ng, 

2016). Thus, in this chapter, the characteristics of suction foundations are 

presented. The evaluation of pullout capacities under drained and undrained 

conditions will be briefly illustrated. 

 

2.2 General behavior of bucket foundations 

 

Bucket foundation is a skirted foundation that has a closed-end on top and 

has an open end in the opposite direction. Compared to driven piles and 

drilled piles, the skirt length to bucket diameter ratio (L/D) ratio is less than 

one in sand (Byrne and Houlsby, 2002). The main advantage of bucket 

foundations over conventional tension piles is installation, an increase of 

pullout capacity, and also the potential for cost reductions. Compared to 

conventional piles, the bucket foundation is inserted by self-weight 

penetration, pushing, and suction. The installation through suction generates 
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a difference in pressure between the internal bucket and the seedbed which 

allows the bucket foundation to penetrate. Previous researches have revealed 

that the method of installation influences the soil particles surround the 

foundation and as a result influences the performances of the entire 

foundation. Among the total cost of offshore wind projects, the cost for 

foundation design, installation, and construction account for as much as 35% 

of the total cost (Byrne and Houlsby, 2006).  

The advantage of bucket foundations is that it is applicable in many 

geotechnical conditions such as clay and sand ground. Also, bucket 

foundations can be converted into tripod foundations from monopiles 

depending on the situation. The capacity of the entire system relies on the 

self-weight of the wind turbine which means that the structure should be able 

to resist overturning moment from winds and wave forces. A tripod bucket 

foundation is an expanded form of a single bucket foundation, and it consists 

of three single buckets connected by a tripod structure(Koh and Ng, 2016). 

This foundation system applies to large wind turbine structures founded at 

intermediate water depth. A single bucket takes the form of a cylinder with a 

closed top and opened the bottom. The tripod bucket is installed in the sea 

bed by applying suction pressure in the buckets. This process creates a 

pressure differential across the lid of the buckets, thus penetrating the bucket 

to the desired depth (Houlsby and Byrne, 2005). During service, the impact 

of wind and wave loads subject the tripod bucket to failure by horizontal, 

moment, pullout, and compression loading (Fig 2.1). From previous 
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researches, it is known that the stability of tripod bucket foundations depends 

on the pullout capacity of a single bucket foundation (Kim et al., 2014).  

 

Fig 2.1 Behavior of tripod foundation (Jeong et al., 2019) 

 

The pullout capacity bucket foundations are influenced by the rate of 

loading, hydraulic conductivity of surrounding soil, shear strength properties, 

volume change characteristics of the surrounding soil, and the surface area 

of the bucket foundation. When extreme wind and waves affect the structure, 

it can be assumed that the foundation is resisting in an undrained condition. 

On the other hand, when low magnitudes of forces are applied to the structure, 

it is known that the foundation is resisting in a partially drained, and even 

fully drained condition. The factors mentioned above influence the pullout 

capacity and will be mentioned in the following chapters.  
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2.3 Previous approach for pullout capacity 

 

2.3.1 Failure mechanism 

 

The failure mechanism of bucket foundations depends on many factors 

such as loading rate, hydraulic conductivity, bucket dimension, and other 

factors mentioned above in chapter 2.2 Figure 2.2 illustrates the possible 

failure modes classified according to the drainage conditions of the soil.  

 

 

(a) Drained (b) Partially Drained (c) Undrained 

Fig 2.2 Failure modes of bucket foundation subjected to vertical pullout 

loading (Deng and Carter, 2002) 

 

Drained condition (Fig 2.2(a)) occurs when the bucket foundation is pulled 

out at a relatively slow rate. However, the drainage condition can not be 

defined only by the pullout rate. For instance, if the hydraulic conductivity is 

low, the penetration of water is relatively small compared to soil with high 
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hydraulic conductivity and can lead to the manifestation of suction inside the 

bucket. In this case, the failure mechanism can be classified as partially 

drained, and evaluating the pullout capacity is different compared to the fully 

drained failure mechanism. In addition, the hydraulic conductivity of soil 

influences the seepage flow of the surrounding ground which can lead to the 

increase of effective stress between the soil and bucket skirt. Undrained 

condition (Fig 2.2(c)), occurs when the bucket foundation is pulled out at a 

relatively fast rate. The bucket foundation and the inner soil acts as a single 

pile as a result of the development of suction under the bucket lid and resist 

external forces such as overturning moment through suction. As mentioned 

above, the undrained condition also cannot be defined through pullout rate 

but rather defined by the other influencing factors mentioned above including 

the pullout rate. A partially drained condition is when the failure mechanism 

is in between the drained condition and undrained condition. The pullout of 

soil will be developed partially and the internal/external skin resistance, 

bottom resistance will accumulate the total resistance. In this research, the 

drained and undrained capacity of the bucket foundation will be mainly 

discussed and evaluated to determine the upper and lower capacity of the 

bucket foundation. 

Figure 2.3 presents a different criterion for failure modes of suction bucket 

foundations. The criterion was classified by evaluating the relative velocity 

of the bucket foundation during pullout, water inflow rate, and the velocity 

of soil inflow during pullout. When the bucket is pulled out at a relatively 

slow rate, the soil remains in position and is defined as failure mode 1. Water 
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is lifted with the bucket and the flow rate of water is fast enough to fill the 

gap between the bucket lid and the ground surface. In failure mode 1, 

liquefaction internal to the bucket foundation does not occur which leads to 

the remaining soil as mentioned briefly above. failure 2 is also defined by the 

relative velocity between the bucket and the surrounding soil. When the 

bucket is lifted at a fast rate, the surrounding soil flows into the bucket caused 

by suction under the lid of the bucket. If the velocity of failure is lower than 

the inflow of water and soil, it can be defined as failure 2. If the inflow rate 

is high, from a specific velocity the internal soil will liquefy and looses its 

effective stress. For failure mode 3, the bucket displacement is faster than the 

inflow of soil and water that cavitation occurs under the bucket. The bucket 

and core soil act as a single foundation which is the same assumption as Deng 

and Carter (2002). 

 

Fig 2.3 Criterion for failure modes (Xiao et al.) 

 

In order to estimate the maximum flow rate, the below equations have been 

proposed. The maximum water inflow rate is affected by the maximum suction 

that can occur under the lid of the bucket, hydraulic conductivity, and the 

drainage length which in this case refers to the length of the bucket. The critical 

flow rate is affected by the permeability and the unit weight of the surrounding 
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soil. The maximum soil inflow rate is also proposed following the Bingham 

plastic flow. 

 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

2𝛾𝑤𝐿
                     (2.1) 

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞 = 𝑘
𝛾

𝛾𝑤
                       (2.2) 

Where, 

Vmax = Maximum water inflow rate 

V𝑙𝑖𝑞 = Critical inflow rate 

k = hydraulic conductivity 

Smax= Maximum suction pressure 

γ  = Unit weight of soil 

γ
w
 = Unit weight of water 

L = Length of bucket foundation 

 

2.3.2 Drained pullout capacity 

 

Drained pullout capacity is mainly governed by the internal/external skin 

friction between the soil and foundation. The submerged unit weight of the 

bucket is included as a resistance in the pullout capacity. Iskander et al. 

(2002)The drained capacity is expressed as Equation 2.3 and 2.4 (Iskander et 

al., 2002). 

 

Q = 𝑊′𝑐 + 𝑄𝑠                       (2.3) 

𝑄𝑠 = π(𝐷𝑜 + 𝐷𝑖) ∫ 𝛾′𝑧𝐾𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛿)𝑑𝑧
𝐻

0
             (2.4) 
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Where, 

Q = Pullout capacity 

𝑊′𝑐 = Submerged unit weight of bucket foundation 

𝑄𝑠 = Frictional resistance (Inside and Outside of foundation wall) 

𝐷𝑜 = Outer diameter of bucket foundation 

𝐷𝑖 = Inner diameter of bucket foundation 

H = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

𝛾′= Effective unit weight of soil 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

𝛿 = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 

The frictional resistance is calculated by multiplying the lateral earth 

pressure coefficient on the vertical effective stress adjacent to the foundations. 

The drained pullout capacity was expressed also as Equation 2.5 followed by 

Houlsby et al. (2005). 

 

𝑄 = ∫ 𝜎𝑣𝑜
′ 𝑑𝑧(𝐾𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)𝑜(𝜋𝐷𝑜) +

𝐻

𝑜 ∫ 𝜎𝑣𝑖
′ 𝑑𝑧(𝑘𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)𝑖(𝜋𝐷𝑖)

𝐻

𝑜
   (2.5) 

Where, 

Q = Pullout capacity 

𝜎𝑣𝑜
′  = Effective vertical stress of soil 

𝐷𝑜 = Outer diameter of bucket foundation 

𝐷𝑖 = Inner diameter of bucket foundation 

H = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

k = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

𝛿 = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 
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The equation has been proposing the vertical equilibrium equation for a 

soil element within the bucket (Figure 2.4). It is also mentioned that the k and 

𝛿  cannot be assumed separately, but only in a combination of ktan 𝛿 

(Houlsby et al., 2005). 

 

 

Fig 2.4 Vertical equilibrium of element of soil within the foundation 

(Houlsby and Byrne, 2005) 

 

Thieken et al. (2014) performed numerical simulations on bucket 

foundations in the range of 0.001mm/s to 1000mm/s for tensile loading. The 

inner/outer friction, soil heave, pore pressure beneath the foundation was 

evaluated throughout the research. As a result, for drained condition, for a 

very small pullout rate(0.001mm/s) no suction occurred beneath the bucket 

lid. The resistance of pullout was friction between the foundation surface and 

the soil. Depending on the loading rate, the inside and outside friction showed 

different behavior and values. However, for the loading rate of 0.001mm/s 

the inner friction and outer friction have shown similar behavior and values 

(Figure 2.5). 
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Fig 2.5 Suction and frictional resistance depending on loading rate 

(Iskander et al., 2002) 

 

Vicent et al. (2020) conducted a series of 1-g model tests on buckets of 

L/D  1.0. It has been indicated that the drained conditions occur at very slow 

loading rates such as 0.004N/s, while a very large loading rate such as 

2.05N/s induces undrained conditions. It has also been stated that for drained 

conditions, soil heave does not appear. As a result of previous researches, it 

can be stated that the pullout capacity in a drained condition is mainly 

governed by the skin resistance and the submerged weight of the bucket 

foundation. 

 

2.3.2 Partial and undrained pullout capacity 

Partial drainage conditions occur when the bucket is pulled out at an 

intermediate velocity. The bucket resists the imposed load through frictional 

resistance and also suction pressure. Houlsby et al. (2005) proposed an 

equation to estimate the pullout capacity when suction occurs under the lid 

of the foundation. The proposed equations are as followed. 
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Vo = Wb
′ + sA(1 + (

2L

D
)(k tan δ)o           (2.6) 

Where, 

Vo = Pullout capacity 

Wb
′  = Submerged unit weight of the bucket 

s = Suction under the lid of the bucket 

A= Inner area of the bucket 

L= Internal area of the bucket lid 

D= Bucket diameter 

k = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

δ = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 

 

The main assumption of the proposed equation was that the hydraulic 

gradient was equal at the tip of the bucket and the lid of the bucket which 

means that liquefaction occurs inside the bucket and the frictional resistance 

converges to zero. The governing force is suction under the lid of the bucket 

and also the submerged unit weight of the bucket is included in the equation. 

Houlsby et al. (2005) mentioned that in this case, undrained pullout behavior 

is not considered due to cavitation in undrained conditions. 

Undrained conditions occur when the bucket is pulled out at a relatively 

fast rate. No gap occurs below the lid and suction is not dissipated. The period 

is relatively fast for seepage to occur inside the bucket. Therefore, the suction 

inside the bucket is large enough to lift the soil cap. The bucket foundation 

and the soil trapped inside the bucket acts as a single pile and resists the 
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pullout load. Iskander et al. (2002) performed a series of model tests on a 

bucket foundation with a diameter of 100mm and skirt length of 194mm. The 

pullout rate was constant as 7.6mm/s. Load – displacement curves, pore 

pressure developments were measured inside the foundation. As a result, the 

undrained pullout capacity is expressed as Equation 2.7 and 2.8. 

 

Q = Qso + Qb + Wc + Ws                (2.7) 

Qso = πDo ∫ (γ′z + iγw)Ktan(δ)dz
H

0
           (2.8) 

Where, 

Q = Pullout capacity 

Qso = Frictional resistance (Outside of foundation wall) 

Qb = Tensile bearing capacity of foundation soil 

Wc = Submerged unit weight of bucket foundation 

Ws = Submerged unit weight of soil plug 

𝐷𝑜 = Outer diameter of bucket foundation 

H = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

𝑖𝛾𝑤 = Seepage force 

𝛾′= Effective unit weight of soil 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

𝛿 = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 
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The undrained pullout capacity is estimated by considering the equilibrium 

forces. The submerged unit weight of the bucket foundation, outside skin 

resistance, tensile bearing capacity, and seepage force is included. The inner 

skin resistance is excluded because the soil plug acts as a single pile and also 

a decrease in resistance is utilized caused by the seepage flow in the upper 

direction. The seepage force is added to the resistance compared to the 

drained pullout capacity due to the increase of effective stress from the 

downward seepage flow. The tensile force acting on the tip of the bucket is 

included to account for the suction deriving in under the foundation. 

Vicent et al. (2020) conducted a series of 1-g model tests on model buckets. 

The loading rate was controlled to simulate the drained and undrained 

conditions. It has been concluded that the pullout capacity of the bucket 

foundation increases with the increase in the loading rate. However, after a 

specific rate, the pullout capacity converges into a consistent value. The 

suction force increases non-linearly and also converges. The equation to 

evaluate the pullout capacity was modified for preliminary design. The 

modified equation is as followed. 

Q = Wb + Ws + Rs(inner) + Rs(outer)            (2.9) 

Where, 

Q = Pullout capacity 

Wb = Weight of bucket foundation 

Ws = Weight of soil plug 

Rs(inner) = Skin resistance in the inner bucket foundation 

Rs(outer) = Skin resistance in the out bucket foundation 
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The above discussion implies that due to the generated suction and uplifted 

soil plug under undrained conditions, the undrained pullout capacity is larger 

compared to the drained pullout capacity. Experimental tests on model 

buckets (L/D = 0.5 and 1.0) in dry and saturated sands showed that the pullout 

capacity in saturated sand is approximately 1.3 times that in dry sand. The 

large pullout capacities in the case of saturated sand are due to suction 

generation inside the bucket (Lee et al., 2017). It is estimated that the 

undrained pullout capacity is approximately 3 times larger than the drained 

pullout capacity (Patel et al., 2019; Iskander et al., 2002).  

Increasing the embedment depth of the bucket and relative density of the 

soil increases the pullout capacity (Wang et al., 2019). Under partially 

drained and undrained conditions, the increase of embedment depth increases 

the soil plug weight and larger pullout loads are necessary to uplift the bucket. 

Under drained conditions, the increase in skirt length increases the contact 

area between the soil and the bucket, hence increasing the skin resistance 

(Rao et al., 2006). Previous analysis of data from field tests on piles under 

tension and compression revealed that the shaft resistance under tension is 

averagely 0.65 times the shaft resistance under compression (De Nicola and 

Randolph, 1993).   

The pullout capacity in cohesive soils can be evaluated by applying 

equations such as those proposed by (Deng and Carter, 2002, Rahman et al., 

2001). The equations proposed to take into account factors such as suction at 

the bottom of the bucket, embedment ratio, shear strength, and frictional 

resistance outside the bucket). In the sandy ground, the pullout capacity can 
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be estimated by applying equations such as those suggested by Iskander et al. 

(2002) and Sawicki et al. (2016). Evaluation of the pullout capacity in sandy 

ground remains a challenge and therefore further studies are required to 

address the effects of loading rate and embedment depth, that are key to 

pullout capacity. 

 

2.4 Summary 

 

The characteristics of bucket foundations were briefly presented in this 

chapter. The drained, partially drained, and the undrained failure mechanism 

was mentioned. The pullout capacity depends on the pullout rate, hydraulic 

conductivity of soil, drainage length, and properties of the bucket foundation. 

A series of 1-g experimental tests were conducted to investigate the effects 

of drainage conditions during the static pullout capacity of buckets with L/D 

= 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. The applied loading rates varied from 0.002 N/s to 4.1 

N/s. The current study is a further study of Vicent et al. (2020) and aims to 

verify the general applicability of the simplified equation proposed by Vicent 

et al. (2020) and also improve the current approach. Also, the current study 

applies polycarbonate suction buckets models so that the extent of soil heave 

inside the bucket is visible. 
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Chapter 3 Experiment setup 

  

3.1 Overview 

 

Series of 1-g model tests were performed to evaluate the vertical pullout 

capacity of bucket foundations embedded in sand. Three transparent buckets 

(L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5) were applied in the experiment to account for the effect 

of the drainage conditions and also the embedment depth. Six different 

loading rates were applied to simulate various loading conditions and the 

development of suction during pullout. Silica sand was used for the 

experiment and prepared through the water the pluviation method. Load cell, 

pore water pressure transducers, LVDT’s were adopted throughout the 

experimental program. 

 

3.2 Test program 

 

To determine the pullout capacity of bucket foundations a series of 1-g 

model tests was performed. Test programs were determined to simulate the 

various drainage conditions for bucket foundations under pullout load. In 

order to simulate the drained condition, a slow loading rate (0.002N/s) was 

applied, and to simulate the undrained condition, a fast loading rate (2.1N/s, 

4.1N/s) was applied. In addition to the loading conditions, partial drainage 

condition was simulated by applying several loading rates between the 

drained condition and undrained condition. A total number of six loading 
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rates were applied throughout the test with a variation of three model buckets. 

The L/D (Length/Diameter) ratio varies from 0.5 to 1.5. Table 3.1 provides 

the overall experiment conducted. The pullout capacity was approximately 

estimated considering the embedment depth and loading rate for bucket 

foundations installed in loose sand. 

 

Table 3.1 Experiment plan 

L/D Loading rate 

0.5 0.002 0.08 0.3 1.15 2.15 4.1 

1.0 0.002 0.08 0.3 1.15 2.15 4.1 

1.5 0.002 0.08 0.3 1.15 2.15 4.1 

 

3.3 Model preparation 

 

3.3.1 Ground preparation 

 

In this study, an aluminum soil box was used. The circular soil box had a 

thickness of 5mm and a height of 700mm. A similar box was implemented 

by Vicent et al. (2020) and Lee et al. (2017). It has been confirmed that the 

dimensions of the soil box are suitable for performing the test by 1-g 

experiments and finite element analysis. 

The soil used in the study was silica sand. The particle size distribution 

and material properties are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.2. Ahead of 

each experiment, the soil was saturated for 72 hours. To prepare a uniform 
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loose sand ground, the water pluviation method was applied in this study. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the influence of drop height corresponding to the 

velocity in which the soil particle drops (Kuerbis et al., 1988). As the height 

of drop increases in air, the velocity of soil particle dropping increases which 

leads to the increase in relative density for the model ground. On the other 

hand, when soil particles are dropped in water, the soil drop velocity is 

uniform which can be assumed that the relative density for the total model 

ground will be uniform even though the drop height is different. Preparing a 

uniform ground for the entire test program is crucial because the effective 

stress (σv
′ ) , permeability (k), and several factors influenced by ground 

condition influence the pullout capacity for bucket foundations. 

 

 

 Fig. 3.1 The velocity of soil in air and water 

(Kuerbis et al., 1988) 
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Table 3.2 Soil properties 

Parameter Value 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.65 

Maximum void ratio, emax 0.93 

Minimum void ratio, emin 0.43 

Relative density, Dr 27% 

Mean particle size, D50 (mm) 0.11 

Uniformity coefficient, Cu 2.89 

Coefficient of curvature, Cc 1.07 

Permeability, k (m/s) 2.51x10-4 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Grain size distribution of model soil 
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To apply the water pluviation method, an aluminum frame was 

manufactured shown in Figure 3.3(a). The frame had an inner diameter of 

600mm which matches the diameter of the soil box and had a uniform size 

mesh (0.425mm) placed on the base of the frame. The inner mesh was to 

distribute soil uniformly throughout the process. Saturated sand was washed 

above the sieve as demonstrated in Figure 3.3(b). The process explained 

above was continued until the soil level reached 600mm. During the process, 

the water level was constant at 670mm. 

In order to estimate the relative density of the model ground, aluminum 

cans were inserted ahead. Six cans were attached to the wall every 100mm 

from the base of the soil box shown in Figure 3.4. The average saturated unit 

weight (𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡) was 18.83kN/m3 illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

 

(a)               (b) 

Fig. 3.3 Water pluviation method 
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Fig. 3.4 Arrangement of soil cans 

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Saturated unit weight of soil according to depth 
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3.3.2 Model bucket and instrumentation 

 

The prototype bucket considered had an outer diameter (Do) of 15m, skirt 

thickness (t) of 33mm, and a rigid lid on top. The dimensions were obtained 

through scaling proposed laws Wood (2003). The length scale applied was 

1:100 and specific dimensions are listed in Table 3.3 for model buckets 

applied in this research (L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5). When applying scaling factors 

to the skirt thickness, 0.33mm is obtained. However, the skirt thickness of 

1mm was fabricated considering difficulties during the manufacturing 

process. When comparing the contact area between the model bucket and soil, 

there was only a 0.8% reduction compared with the model bucket which had 

a skirt thickness of 0.33mm. In addition, the ratio between the thickness of 

the skirt and the bucket diameter was 0.007 which falls in the range of 

0.005~0.008 applied by previous researches (Nielsen et al., 2015, Lee et al., 

2017, Vicent et al., 2020).  

 

Table 3.3 Model bucket dimension 

L/D 

ratio 

Outer 

diameter (𝐃𝐨) 

(m) 

Inner 

diameter (𝐃𝐢) 

(m) 

Skirt 

thickness (t) 

(m) 

Skirt 

length, (L) 

(m) 

0.5 0.15 0.148 0.001 0.075 

1.0 0.15 0.148 0.001 0.15 

1.5 0.15 0.148 0.001 0.225 
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The bucket is made of polycarbonate which is a transparent material. 

Figure 3.6 shows the model buckets applied in this research. The main 

purpose was to monitor the soil heave inside the bucket during the pullout 

process. A hole was drilled on top of the lid to fix the pore pressure transducer 

and three drainage holes were drilled to prevent excess pore water pressure 

during installation. Two additional holes were drilled to fix the reference 

beam to measure the displacement during the pullout process. In the center 

of the bucket, a cylinder with open ends were attached to fix a loading beam 

for loading during the pullout experiment. 

             

Fig. 3.6 Model suction bucket 

 

 The test program investigated the effect of embedment depth and various 

loading rates on the static pullout capacity. Six loading rates and three model 

buckets were utilized throughout the study. A total number of 18 cases were 

conducted and the following section presents the instrumentation and setup 

of the test program.  
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3.3.3 Set-up process and pullout loading 

 

Figure 3.7 shows a schematic diagram of the instruments obtained in this 

study. Load controlled method was developed and used to conduct the test. 

The instrumentation included two linear variable differential transformers 

(200mm LVDT’s) to measure bucket displacement, a load cell (50kgf) to 

measure the pullout load, and pore pressure transducers to measure suction 

pressure developed during bucket pullout. A loading wire was set to pass over 

the pulley system connecting the bucket on one end while suspending the 

loading container on the other end.  

 

Fig. 3.7 Set-up of the test equipment for bucket pullout loading 
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Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 illustrates the pore pressure transducers 

implemented. The pore pressure transducers positioned in the center of the 

soil box was fixed on to a thin reference beam and placed at a certain distance 

from the model bucket tip. A total number of three pore pressure transducers 

were placed inside the bucket (Bucket lid, Bucket center, Bucket tip). 

However, for the model bucket of L/D=0.5, two transducers were positioned 

because of the short length (0.075mm) of the total skirt. Additional pore 

water transducers were inserted to measure the appearance of pore water 

pressure during pullout and also check the boundary effect of the soil box.  

 

    

Fig. 3.8 Bucket lid pore water pressure transducer 
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Fig. 3.9 Set-up of the test equipment (LVDT, PPT) 

 

The model bucket was installed by self-weight penetration and also by 

applying load on the bucket lid. During installation, the holes on the lid were 

kept open to prevent air from being trapped under the model bucket and also 

prevent the development of pore water pressure. The pore water pressure was 

measured during installation and holes which were opened were closed after 

confirming that the pore pressure has dissipated and showed a constant value. 

To induce bucket pullout load, the control valve was opened to regulate a 

uniform flow of water into the loading container. As water accumulated in 

the loading container, the vertical load was applied to pullout the bucket. The 

loading rate was confirmed after the experiment by dividing the total load 

applied on the bucket and the total experiment time. The above procedure 

was repeated for all loading rates in the test program. The test program was 

designed to apply loading rates of 0.002 N/s, 0.08 N/s, 0.3 N/s, 2.1 N/s, 

4.1N/s.  
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3.4 Summary 

 

In this study, a series of 1-g model test were conducted considering the 

effect of embedment depth and loading ratio. The embedment ratio was 

considered by apply three different buckets (L/D =0.5, 1.0, 1.5) and six 

different loading rates to simulate drained, partially drained and undrained 

conditions. Transparent model buckets were manufactured to observe the soil 

heave inside the bucket considering the limitation of previous researches 

which assumed that the soil inside the bucket will be fully uplifted for fully 

undrained conditions and partially uplifted for partially drained condition. 

The model ground was prepared by the water pluviation method and the 

relative density of model ground was confirmed by placing cans during 

preparation. Load cell, LVDT’s, PPT’s were arranged to measure pullout 

load, displacement of model bucket and the development of pore water 

pressure during installation and pullout.  
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Chapter 4 Test results 

  

4.1 Introduction 

 

A total number of 18 tests have been conducted throughout the research. 

The loading rate varied from 0.002N/s – 4.1N/s and the aspect ratio (L/D) 

varied from 0.5 to 1.5 respectively. The main purpose of changing the loading 

rate was to simulate the drainage conditions in the ground. The aspect ratio 

was changed to evaluate the effect of the embedment ratio and drainage 

length for the pullout capacity of the bucket foundations. In this chapter, the 

effect of loading rate and the effect of embedment depth will be analyzed as 

mentioned. The load-displacement curve, the variation of pore water pressure 

internal to the bucket foundation, and also the external pore water pressure at 

failure will be illustrated. The heaving behavior of soil subjected to suction 

load will also be mentioned. The results will be classified into three sections 

which are drained, partially drained, and undrained. In this research, drained 

conditions and undrained conditions will be mainly discussed and analyzed 

considering the suction force under the lid and also the skin friction between 

the soil and foundation interface. Finally, a simplified approach in estimating 

the undrained capacity of a bucket foundation will be proposed. 
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4.2 Pullout results 

 

4.2.1 Pullout load-displacement behavior of the bucket 

 

Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 illustrates the load-displacement curves 

of the model buckets. The aspect ratio of the bucket varies as L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 

1.5 and the load varied from 0.002N/s to 4.1N/s. The loading rate was set 

initially before the test and back-calculated from the data collected from the 

load cell. The load-displacement graph shows a non-linear trend which then 

falls after a certain critical load has been exceeded. The reason for the non-

linear curve is because the loading rate was consistent for each case of the 

experiment. Comparing with the displacement control method, the loading 

control method only controls the tensile load objected to the bucket 

foundation. At a higher rate of loading, the bucket foundation is pulled out at 

a faster rate which affects the pore water pressure under the bucket. Initially, 

the self-weight and the inner/outer skin friction resist the pullout load and 

yields after a critical load. Subsequently, at a small increment load, large 

displacement appears. The higher the loading rate, the higher the 

displacement curves appear. The skin resistance depends on the L/D ratio of 

the bucket and is estimated as 9.4N, 23.88N, and 40.20N. The skin 

resistance depends on the interface friction between the bucket 

material and embedment depth. A detailed analysis will be illustrated 

in the subsequent chapters. 
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Fig 4.1 Pullout load-displacement curves of the bucket (L/D = 0.5) 

 

 

Fig 4.2 Pullout load-displacement curves of the bucket (L/D = 1.0) 
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Fig 4.3 Pullout load-displacement curves of the bucket (L/D = 1.5) 

 

Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.9 shows the effect of the L/D ratio when the loading 

rate is consistent. For all cases, as the aspect ratio increases the pullout 

capacity increases. When the loading rate is 0.002N/s the increment ratio is 

the highest (Fig 4.4). Theoretically, the increment ratio is the square of the 

L/D ratio when the submerged unit weight of the bucket is excluded. The 

relative difference decreases as the suction under the lid contributes to the 

total pullout capacity. 
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Fig 4.4 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 0.002 N/s) 

 

 

Fig 4.5 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 0.08 N/s) 
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Fig 4.6 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 0.3 N/s) 

 

 

Fig 4.7 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 1.15 N/s) 
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Fig 4.8 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 2.15 N/s) 

 

 

Fig 4.9 Pullout load-displacement curves (Loading rate = 4.1 N/s) 
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4.2.2 Pore pressure variation during loading 

 

Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 illustrates the pore water pressure 

varied under the lid of the model bucket. The suction pressure was measured 

by the pore pressure transducer mentioned in chapter 3. The pore water 

pressure transducer was tightly fitted in the hole on the lid and moved along 

with the bucket during bucket uplift. This technique enabled the monitoring 

and capturing of suction pressure generated at increasing positions of bucket 

uplift. The aspect ratio of the bucket varies as L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. The graph 

shows a non-linear trend which falls as soon as the bucket shows a relative 

displacement. As the loading rate increases, the lid suction bucket increases. 

However, the loading rate of 0.002N/s induced a very small magnitude of 

suction pressure under the lid. The pore water pressures except the transducer 

located on the lid of the bucket were fixed onto a thin aluminum beam to 

maintain the position. When displacement appears in the bucket, the relative 

displacement arises and experiences a decrease in pore water pressure 

compared to the initial stage of testing because the pressure of water 

decreases at the bucket is pulled out from its initial position. Therefore, the 

pore water pressure located under the lid was calibrated depending on the 

displacement of the bucket. The suction pressure located at the lid of the 

bucket is a critical factor in evaluating the pullout capacity in undrained 

conditions and will be illustrated in detail in the following chapter.  
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Fig 4.10 Suction pressure under bucket lid (L/D = 0.5) 

 

Fig 4.11 Suction pressure under bucket lid (L/D = 1.0) 
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Fig 4.12 Suction pressure under bucket lid (L/D = 1.5) 

 

Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15 illustrates the pore water pressure at 

the tip of the model bucket. For all buckets, the bottom suction pressure 

increases as the loading rate increases. The reason for this phenomenon is 

because of the influence zone due to the increment of load adopted to the 

foundation. The pore pressure under the bucket induces a reverse failure 

mechanism and therefore is also critical in estimating the pullout capacity. 

Further analysis of the suction pressure at the bottom of the bucket will also 

be presented in the next chapter. 
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Fig 4.13 Suction pressure at the tip of the bucket (L/D = 0.5) 

 

 

Fig 4.14 Suction pressure at the tip of the bucket (L/D = 1.0) 
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Fig 4.15 Suction pressure at the tip of the bucket (L/D = 1.5) 

 

4.3 Evaluation of pullout capacity 

 

In order to estimate the pullout capacity from the experiment data, the 

tangent intersection method was applied as shown in Figure. 4.16 (Vicent et 

al., 2020, Zhu et al., 2020). Two tangents were drawn to match the initial and 

final sections of each curve. From the intersection point, a horizontal line was 

drawn to estimate the pullout capacity and the displacement in which failure 

occurs. The pullout capacity is defined as 𝑉𝑜  from this point on. To 

minimize overestimation of the pullout capacity, 30mm was chosen to be the 

limit of analysis. From previous researches, it is known that failure occurs 

within the range of 5%-10% of bucket diameter (Kelly et al., 2004) which 

well matched the experiment results. 
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Fig 4.16 Estimation of pullout capacity (L/D=1.5, Loading rate=0.08N/s) 

 

Table 4.1 shows a summary of the pullout capacities obtained through the 

model test for the model bucket of an aspect ratio of L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. 

Following Table 4.1, the pullout capacity consistently increases as the 

loading rate increases and also increases as the aspect ratio of the bucket 

increases. In the nearly undrained and partially drained conditions, the 

pullout capacity at L/D = 0.5 was approximately half that at L/D = 1.0. In the 

drained condition, the pullout capacity at L/D = 0.5 increased approximately 

1.7 times when the L/D ratio doubled. The pullout capacity at L/D = 1.5 was 

averagely 2.2 times larger than that at L/D = 0.5 for drained, partially drained 

and undrained conditions. 
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Table 4.1 Pullout capacity of the model bucket 

 L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D =1.5 

Loading rate (N/s) 𝑉𝑜 (N) 𝑉𝑜 (N) 𝑉𝑜 (N) 

0.002 9.40  23.88  40.20  

0.08 26.32  42.03  53.70  

0.3 31.51  51.01  72.57  

1.15 39.63  60.87  83.56  

2.15 41.46  71.50  91.44  

4.1 42.59  73.60  100.74  

 

Figure 4.17 represents the variation of pullout capacities corresponding to 

the loading rate and L/D ratio. Between 0.002N/s and 4.1 N/s, the pullout 

capacity increased nonlinearly with the loading rate. Although the pullout 

capacity increases as the loading rate increases, after a loading rate of 

approximately 4.0N/s the value converges and shows small a increase. 

 

Fig 4.17 Pullout capacity of various loading rates 
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Figure 4.18 presents the loading rate corresponding to the vertical pullout 

capacity. The values presented for the undrained capacity and the drained 

capacity are through experimental results. The undrained capacity and the 

drained capacity will be evaluated theoretically in the next chapter. The 

increment of pullout capacity shows a linear trend. As the aspect ratio 

increases, at the same loading rate, the relative difference increases also.  

Table 4.2 illustrates the pore water pressure occurring under the lid of the 

model bucket at failure and Table 4.3 represents the pore water pressure at 

the middle of the bucket during failure and Table 4.4 illustrates the pore water 

pressure at the bottom of the bucket. 

 

  

Fig 4.18 Pullout capacity of various loading rates 
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The suction under the lid and also the bottom increases as the loading rate 

increases and when the aspect ratio is increased. The reason for this 

phenomenon is because of the drainage conditions inside the model bucket 

and also the surrounding soil. As mentioned in chapter 2, the relative 

displacement between the soil and the bucket is too fast that the water can 

not follow the relative velocity of the bucket. The internal soil is trapped 

caused by suction under the lid of the bucket which acts as a dead load in the 

pullout capacity. For perfectly undrained conditions, the suction between the 

lid and the tip is the same and the tensile force is the governing force for the 

entire pullout system. On the other hand, for the drained condition, the inside 

and outside friction govern the entire system. The suction inside of the bucket 

is relatively small for drained cases (0.002N/s). Because the added load is 

small, induces suction under the lid of the bucket is small and the relative 

velocity of water is higher than the displacement of the bucket. Also, the self-

weight of the bucket has a big effect on the pullout capacity in the drained 

condition because the yield force is small. When calculating the drained 

pullout capacity, the weight of the bucket is calculated by using the 

submerged unit weight.  
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Table 4.2 Suction pressure under the lid of the bucket at failure 

 L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D =1.5 

Loading rate (N/s) Plid (kPa) Plid (kPa) Plid (kPa) 

0.002 -0.05 0.00 0.00 

0.08 -0.82 -1.54 -1.14 

0.3 -1.49 -2.07 -2.46 

1.15 -1.65 -2.43 -2.95 

2.15 -1.84 -2.55 -2.93 

4.1 -2.21 -2.86 -3.76 

 

Table 4.3 Suction pressure at the middle of the bucket at failure 

 L/D = 1.0 L/D =1.5 

Loading rate (N/s) 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑑 (kPa) 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑑 (kPa) 

0.002 -0.01  0.00  

0.08 -1.00  -0.88  

0.3 -1.24  -1.27  

1.15 -1.70  -1.67  

2.15 -1.92  -1.75  

4.1 -2.22  -2.84  
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Table 4.4 Suction pressure at the bottom of the bucket at failure 

 L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D =1.5 

Loading rate (N/s) Ptip (kPa) Ptip (kPa) Ptip (kPa) 

0.002 0.00  -0.04  0.00  

0.08 -0.37  -0.27  -0.20  

0.3 -0.55  -0.56  -0.39  

1.15 -0.83  -0.82  -0.78  

2.15 -1.18  -1.08  -1.21  

4.1 -1.12  -1.30  -1.79  

 

Figure 4.19 illustrates the suction force beneath the lid of the bucket. The 

calculation is through multiplying the suction pressure under the lid to the 

inner area of the bucket. Similar to the loading rate and pullout capacity graph, 

the suction force converges. The suction force was highest for L/D =1.5. The 

increment of suction force was relatively 40% higher for the L/D = 1.0 bucket 

compared to the L/D = 0.5 bucket and 60% higher when the aspect ratio of 

1.5 was compared to the 1.0 bucket. 

Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22 is the pore water pressure variation 

at certain depths when the failure occurs for the three model buckets. For all 

three buckets, the loading rate had an effect on the suction pressure beneath 

the bucket at failure. As the loading rate increases, the suction pressure also 

increased in the lid, middle, and tip of the bucket. As the aspect ratio 

increased, the suction influenced the bottom of the soil box. However, the 

pressure was small enough to be neglected for the analysis.  
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Fig 4.19 Lid suction of various loading rates 

 

 

Fig 4.20 Suction pressure at failure depending on depth (L/D = 0.5) 
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Fig 4.21 Suction pressure at failure depending on depth (L/D = 1.0) 

 

 

Fig 4.22 Suction pressure at failure depending on depth (L/D = 1.5) 
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4.4 Soil having during pullout 

 

The suction pressure increased with bucket uplift and loading rate. The 

loading rate of 0.002 N/s induced a very small magnitude of suction pressure 

under the lid. The curves in Figure 4.19 depict that, the larger the loading rate, 

the larger the suction pressure generated inside the bucket. At a small (slow) 

loading rate of 0.002 N/s, the suction pressure inside the bucket is very small 

and has a negligible effect on the soil trapped by the bucket. As the loading 

rate is increased, the suction pressure generated increases, and the volume of 

soil uplifted with the bucket increases (Fig 4.23). This implies that the gap 

developed under the lid during uplift decreases with the increase of suction 

pressure inside. Table 4.5 shows values for the gap ratio (∆y/L) estimated 

based on experimental observations. The ratio, ∆y/L = 1 for small loading 

rates less or equal to 0.002 N/s, because the bucket pulls out without soil plug. 

The ratio ∆y/L = 0 for large loading rates capable of inducing uplift of the 

full soil plug. For L/D = 0.5, full uplift of the soil plug was possible at 2.1 

N/s, while for L/D = 1.0, full uplift of the soil plug occurred at L/D = 4.1 N/s. 

In the case of L/D = 1.5, almost all the soil plug uplifted with the bucket. 
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Table 4.5 Values for the gap reduction ratio under the lid (∆y/L) 

Loading rate (N/s) L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

0.002 1* 1* 1* 

0.08 0.23 0.22 0.28 

0.3 0.05 0.08 0.13 

1.15 0.03 0.04 0.06 

2.15 0** 0.01 0.04 

4.1 0** 0** 0.01 

 (*) Bucket uplift without soil plug 

 (**) Bucket uplift with full soil plug  

 

 

 

 

 

0.3 N/s
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Fig 4.23 Gap formation under the lid during pullout for L/D = 1.5 

 

4.5 Summary 

 

In chapter 4, the general results of the experiments and the pullout capacity 

at failure were evaluated. Results have shown that as the loading rates 

increase, the pullout capacity increases, and also the suction pressure and the 

variation of pore pressure increases. The increased pullout capacity increases 

and converges after a specific point. Although the capacity does not converge 

to a constant value, compare to the increase of loading rate, the increase of 

the pullout capacity is rather small. When the loading rate increases, the 

suction under the lid increases, and the gap between the lid and soil decreases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 N/s
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Chapter 5 Development of  

pullout capacity equation 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

The drained, partially and undrained capacity is can be defined by serval 

mechanisms mentioned in chapter 2. Briefly explaining, when considering 

the inflow rate of water and soil, the drained condition is when the velocity 

of water inflow is higher than the displacement of the bucket. Partially 

drained is when the inflow of soil is higher than the velocity of bucket 

displacement and the undrained condition is when the bucket displacement 

is faster than the inflow of water and also soil. Considering the force 

equilibrium, the drained pullout is when the soil internal of the bucket is not 

liquefied and there is a relative displacement between the bucket foundation 

and the external/internal soil. In the step of undrained failure, the bucket and 

soil behave as a single pile which induces a reverse end bearing failure mode.  

The drainage condition, e.i. the drainage condition corresponding to the 

failure modes, is clearly defined based on the previous researches. However, 

defining the drainage condition in the field and also experiment is difficult 

due to the limitations. In this chapter, the pullout capacities will be defined 

by a proposed drainage factor. A simplified approach of evaluating the 

pullout capacity will be proposed and based on the drainage factor, the 

equation will be verified. 
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5.2 Pullout capacity analysis 

 

5.2.1 Drained capacity 

 

The drained pullout capacities (Vd) were obtained by applying the slowest 

loading rate of 0.002 N/s, and setting the drainage air holes open while 

applying the tensile load. At this loading rate, the bucket uplifted without the 

soil plug. The drained pullout capacities were estimated as 9.4 N, 23.88 N, 

and 40.2 N for L/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 respectively. Theoretically, the drained 

pullout capacity equals the summation of skin resistance along the inner 

Rs(inner)  and the outer Rs(outer)  surface of the bucket and also the 

submerged weight of the bucket as shown in Equation 5.1 (Das, 1986, Byrne 

and Houlsby, 2002) 

Equation 5.3 was proposed for the drained pullout capacity by Houlsby et 

al. (2005). Assuming that the vertical effective stress is constant, the vertical 

stress equilibrium was solved. Specific assumptions and the theoretical 

background is illustrated in chapter 2. If the effect stress is assumed equally 

throughout the embedment depth, Equations 5.1 and 5.3 converts into the 

same equation. Therefore, Equation 5.1 will be applied in the analysis. 

Table 5.1 represents the experiment data applied in the analysis. The 

submerged unit weight of the bucket was experimented and evaluated 

as 5.0 N for all polycarbonate model buckets. The effective unit weight 

of the surrounding soil was calculated as 17.3kN/m3 (Figure 3.5). 
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Vd = Rs(inner) + Rs(outer) + Wb
′               (5.1) 

Rs(inner) = Rs(outer) = 
γ′H

2
× Ktan δ × π × D × H      (5.2) 

Where, 

Rs(inner) = Inner skin resistance 

Rs(outer) = Outer skin resistance 

Wb
′  = Submerged weight of the bucket 

D  = Inner diameter of bucket foundation 

H = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

γ′= Effective unit weight of soil 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

δ = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 

 

Vd =  ∫ σvo
′ dz(K tan δ)o(πDo)

h

0
+ ∫ σvi

′ dz(K tan δ)i(πDi)
h

0
+ Wb

′   (5.3) 

Where, 

Rs(inner) = Inner skin resistance 

Rs(outer) = Outer skin resistance 

Wb
′  = Submerged weight of the bucket 

Do = Outer diameter of bucket foundation 

Di = Inner diameter of bucket foundation 

H = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

γ′= Effective unit weight of soil 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

δ = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 
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Table 5.1 Applied values for evaluating the drained pullout capacity 

L/D 
Length 

(m) 

Diameter 

(m) 

Wb
′  

(kN/m3) 

γ 
′  

(kN/m3) 

0.5 0.075 0.15 5.03 7.49 

1.0 0.15 0.15 5.03 7.49 

1.5 0.225 0.15 5.03 7.49 

 

The values of RS estimated as 9.4 N, 23.88 N, and 40.2 N at L/D = 

0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively. RS was computed by adding Rs(outer)  

and RS(inner) . The results were substituted in equation 5.1 to obtain 

the skin friction coefficient Ktanδ. Ktanδ estimated as 0.22. The above 

evaluations are summarized in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2 Parameters for the drained conditions 

L/D Vd (N) Rs (N) K tan δ 

0.5 9.4 4.34 0.22 

1.0 22.36 17.35 0.22 

1.5 44.05 39.05 0.21 
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5.2.2 Partial and undrained capacity 

 

The partially drained were simulated by implying the loading rate of 0.08 

N/s, 0.3 N/s, 1.15 N/s, 2.15 N/s, and 4.1 N/s. As mentioned in chapter 4.3, 

the pullout capacity converges and the point of loading rate which shows the 

convergence in the experimental data was considered as nearly undrained 

conditions. Although the undrained condition is mobilized corresponding to 

the dimensions of the model buckets, 4.1N/s was selected as a nearly 

undrained condition for consistent analysis. 

Equation 5.4 was proposed by Houlsby et al. (2005). The detailed 

assumptions and explanations are illustrated in chapter 2. 

 

Vo = W′ + sA(1 + (
2L

D
)K tan δ)              (5.4) 

Where, 

W′ = Submerged weight of the bucket 

s = Suction pressure under the lid 

A = Internal area of bucket foundation 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

𝛿 = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 

𝑉𝑜 = Pullout capacity 

L/D = Aspect ratio of bucket foundation (Length/Diameter) 
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The pullout capacity 𝑉𝑜  was calculated through the suction pressure 

under the bucket lid. The main assumption was that the soil inside the bucket 

was liquefied due to the uplift flow which implies that the inner friction 

resistance of the bucket corresponds to zero and the resistance of external 

surface friction increases due to seepage flow. Table 5.3 presents the 

parameters adopted for computation. The pore water pressure was directly 

implied from experimental data and the dimensions follow the results 

authored in chapter 3, experiment setup.  

 

Table 5.3 Parameters for proposed equation Houlsby et al. (2005) 

Loading rate 

(N/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

P𝑙𝑖𝑑 (kPa) P𝑙𝑖𝑑 (kPa) P𝑙𝑖𝑑 (kPa) 

0.002 0.00  -0.04  0.00  

0.08 -0.37  -0.27  -1.80  

0.3 -0.55  -0.56  -2.46  

1.15 -0.83  -0.82  -2.95  

2.15 -1.18  -1.08  -2.93  

4.15 -1.12  -1.30  -3.76  

 

Table 5.4 indicates the computed results by the proposed equation and the 

capacities select as pullout capacities from the test data. Table 5.5 presents 

the relative difference between the experimental data and the computed 

capacities. 
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Table 5.4 Computed pullout capacities (Houlsby et al. (2005) & test results) 

Loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

0.002 9.40  9.40 23.88  23.88 44.05  40.20 

0.08 26.32  22.30 42.03  43.22 53.70  56.40 

0.3 31.51  36.20 51.01  56.40 72.57  75.33 

1.15 39.63  39.73 60.87  65.24 83.56  89.12 

2.15 41.46  43.69 71.50  68.16 91.44  88.64 

4.15 42.59  51.32 73.60  75.88 100.74  112.35 

 

Table 5.5 Compared result (Houlsby (2005) & test results) 

Loading rate (%) 
L/D =0.5 L/D =1.0 L/D =1.5 

Difference (%) Difference (%) Difference (%) 

0.002 0 0 0 

0.08 15.29 2.50 29.88 

0.3 12.96 9.56 3.66 

1.15 0.23 6.69 6.24 

2.15 5.11 9.15 3.06 

4.15 17.02 3.00 10.34 

 

From Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, it is recognized that the proposed equation 

overestimates (L/D 0.5 = 17%, L/D 1.0 = 3%, L/D 1.5 =10 .34%) the overall 

pullout capacities for the loading rate of 4.1N/s which is assumed to be nearly 

undrained condtions in this analysis. It is implied by the author that the 

equation proposed is not suitable for undrained capacity because of cavitation 

effects and the limitations of employed assumptions. The estimated reason is 

as followed. The assumption for liquefaction and downward seepage force 
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was considered as a reason for overestimation. In the proposed equation, the 

internal area of the bucket is assumed to have zero resistance and the 

hydraulic gradient of the downward seepage is equal to the suction pressure 

under the lid dividing by the length of the bucket. In other words, the 

assumption which took place means that the suction pressure under the tip of 

the bucket is half of the suction induced under the lid of the bucket. This 

assumption might be conservative in some cases in undrained conditions 

because it is assumed that the tip pore water pressure is equal to the pore 

water pressure beneath the lid in undrained failure conditions. 

On the other hand, for partially drained conditions (0.08N/s ~ 2.15N/s) the 

equation well matched the experiment data. Although the proposed equation 

has limitations, in the case of partially drained conditions, it is estimated that 

the downward seepage force is equal to the hydraulic gradient induced by the 

suction pressure under the lid. In conclusion, the proposed equation well 

matched the lower loading rates but overestimated the high loading rates. 

From the theory of force equilibrium, an equation for undrained capacities 

was proposed by Iskander et al. (2002). A detailed description of the theory 

is presented in chapter 2. The proposed equation is as followed.  
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Vu = W′b + W′s + Rs(inner) + Ftensile + Fseepage 

Rs(outer) = 
γ′L

2
× Ktan δ × π × D × L 

Where, 

Wb
′  = Submerged weight of the bucket 

Ws
′ = Submerged weight of the core soil 

Rs(outer) = Outer skin resistance 

Ftensile = End bearing capacity 

Fseepage = Seepage force 

γ′= Effective unit weight of soil 

L = Skirt length of bucket foundation 

K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure 

δ = Interface friction angle between bucket and soil 

D  = Inner diameter of bucket foundation 

 

The aim of the proposed equation was to evaluated undrained pullout 

capacity. The submerged unit weights of the plugged soil and bucket were 

considered followed by the outside friction resistance. In this case, the inside 

friction was neglected in the estimation because the general assumption was 

that the soil and the bucket foundation acts as a single pile foundation. The 

force occurring on the bottom of the bucket was expressed as Ftensile which 

can be recognized as the suction force at the bottom of the bucket. The 

seepage can be calculated by correcting the effective unit weight of the soil 

to the hydraulic gradient and also the unit weight of water. 
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Table 5.6 illustrates the parameters and values applied in the computation. 

Parameters and values which were chosen in the analysis are directly from 

the measured data. The loading rate of 4.1N/s was selected for computation 

as the nearly undrained condition considering that the pullout capacity 

converges to a consistent value respectively. Table 5.7 implies the computed 

results and also the results of the experiment. Table 5.8 represents the 

compared results between the theoretical approach and the experiment data.  

 

Table 5.6 Parameters for proposed equation Iskander et al. (2002) 

Loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

L/D 

ratio 

𝑊𝑏
′ 

(N) 

𝑊𝑠
′ 

(N) 

𝑅𝑠(𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟) 

(N) 

𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 

(N) 

𝐹𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 

(N) 

4.1 0.5 5.00 9.66 2.18 0.6 19.23 

4.1 1.0 5.00 19.33 8.74 3.81 38.13 

4.1 1.5 5.00 28.99 19.66 11.09 48.93 

 

Table 5.7 Computed pullout capacities (Iskander et al. (2002) & test results) 

Loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

4.15 42.59 36.69 73.6 75.01 100.74 113.67 

 

Table 5.8 Compared result (Iskander et al. (2002) & test results) 

L/D =0.5 L/D =1.0 L/D =1.5 

Difference 

(%) 

Difference 

(%) 

Difference 

(%) 

11.38 1.87 13.83 
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Followed by Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, it can be stated that the proposed 

equation well matches the test results. Although the relative difference 

exceeds 10%, comparing to the equation proposed by Houlsby (2005) the 

estimated capacity for undrained cases has a better estimation. According to 

the equation proposed, there are many indirect parameter i.e. parameters 

which can not be directly measured. To directly apply the estimations, Vicent 

(2020) proposed a simplified approach which only takes the parameters from 

the bucket foundation and the surrounding soil. The detailed description is 

mentioned in chapter 2. 

 

Vu = Wb + Ws + Rs(inner) + Rs(inner) 

Rs(outer) = Rs(inner) = 
𝛾′𝐿

2
× Ktan 𝛿 × 𝜋 × 𝐷 × L 

Where, 

Wb
  = Submerged unit weight of the bucket 

Ws
  = Submerged unit weight of the core soil 

Rs(inner) = Outer skin resistance 

Rs(outer) = Outer skin resistance 

 

Table 5.9 presents the values applied in the computation. Table 5.10 

implies the computed results and also the results of the experiment. Table 

5.11 represents the compared results between the theoretical approach and 

the experiment data.  
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Table 5.9 Parameters for proposed equation Vicent (2020) 

Loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

L/D 

ratio 

𝑊𝑏
  

(N) 

𝑊𝑠
  

(N) 

𝑅𝑠(𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟) 

(N) 

𝑅𝑠(𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟) 

(N) 

4.1 0.5 6.64 22.32 2.18 2.18 

4.1 1.0 7.14 44.64 8.74 8.74 

4.1 1.5 7.56 66.96 19.66 19.66 

 

Table 5.10 Computed pullout capacities (Vicent (2020) & test results) 

Loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

Test 

(N) 

Theory 

(N) 

4.15 42.59 33.93 73.60 69.14 100.74 113.57 

 

Table 5.11 Compared result (Vicent (2020) & test results) 

L/D =0.5 L/D =1.0 L/D =1.5 

Difference 

(%) 

Difference 

(%) 

Difference 

(%) 

20% 6.07 11.30 

 

The simplified equation was implied to estimated the undrained pullout 

capacity. As a results, the relative difference was shown to have the biggest 

values compared to the illustrated estimation methods. For the purposed 

equation proposed by Vicent (2020), the hydraulic gradient at the tip of the 

bucket and also the lid of the bucket was assumed to have the same value. 

Although it is a conservative assumption, the main advantage of the 

simplified equation is that the undrained capacity of the bucket foundation 
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could be estimated by implying basic factors. The simplified method can 

offer a preliminary estimation of the undrained capacity which can be the 

upper limit of the entire system. Table 5.12 summarizes the results computed 

from three different approaches. The equations mentioned show fair matches 

to the experimental data but at the same time overestimates the capacity. In 

this case, it can be alarming to adapt to the field conditions. 

 

Table 5.12 Summary of computed undrained pullout capacity 

L/D = 0.5 

Test 

(N) 

Iskander (2002) 

(N) 

Houlsby (2005) 

(N) 

Vicent (2020) 

(N) 

42.59 35.70 51.32 39.62 

Difference (%) 11.38 8.77 20.00 

L/D = 1.0 

Test 

(N) 

Iskander (2002) 

(N) 

Houlsby (2005) 

(N) 

Vicent (2020) 

(N) 

73.1 73.6 75.88 67.00 

Difference (%) 1.87 3.77 6.07 

L/D = 1.5 

Test 

(N) 

Iskander (2002) 

(N) 

Houlsby (2005) 

(N) 

Vicent (2020) 

(N) 

100.74 113.67 112.35 111.02 

Difference (%) 13.83 6.56 11.3 
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5.3 Development of drainage factor 

 

In the previous chapter, various equation to evaluate the pullout capacity 

was presented. The above results have shown fair matches to the 

experimental results but also shows overestimations of the results. In the 

current purposed methods, there are some limitations. First, the equations are 

purposed to evaluate the capacity after the installation process. Second, the 

parameters which are adopted are difficult to determine. The equation which 

Vicent (2020) needs verification and results through these tests have shown 

that the purposed equations overestimate the results. Finally, the equations 

have failed to classify the failure modes. The pullout capacities can be 

determined by the equations but fail to estimate the failure mode which the 

bucket is experiencing. As a result, a drainage factor was purposed based on 

this research to classify the failure modes. The drainage factor was a 

correlation between the displacement velocity of the bucket at failure and the 

maximum inflow velocity of water. 

First, the maximum suction under the lid during pullout was evaluated 

through experimental results. Second, based on the maximum suction the 

maximum inflow rate of water was determined and presented in Table 5.13. 

Third, the inflow rate which develops liquefaction inside the model bucket is 

calculated and illustrated in Table 5.13. The equations adopted are presented 

in equation 5.10 and equation 5.11. The maximum flow rate is governed by 

the drainage length (L) which is equal to the length of the bucket skirt. Based 

on the drainage length, the maximum inflow rate should directly double and 
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triple as the bucket length is shortened. However, as the bucket skirt length 

enlarged, the maximum suction under the lid increased and the difference 

between the model buckets which had different aspect ratios have shown 

smaller differences. For Vliq, the governing factor is the permeability of 

the soil and also the unit weight surrounding the bucket. When the 

inflow rate is faster than Vliq, the upward flow of water reduces the 

effective stress internal to the bucket skirt and finally liquefies the 

internal soil. 

Table 5.13 Summary maximum inflow rate of water 

L/D 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 (m/s) Vliq (m/s) 

0.5 0.00077 0.00044 

1.0 0.00064 0.00044 

1.5 0.00061 0.00044 

 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

2𝛾𝑤𝐿
                     (5.9) 

𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞 = 𝑘
𝛾

𝛾𝑤
                       (5.10) 

Where, 

Vmax = Maximum water inflow rate 

V𝑙𝑖𝑞 = Critical inflow rate 

k = hydraulic conductivity 

Smax= Maximum suction pressure 

γ  = Unit weight of soil 

L = Length of bucket foundation 
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In order to determine a drainage factor based on the experiment 

results, the displacement velocity was selected when the bucket 

displaced 7.5mm from initial conditions. The reason for determining 

at 7.5mm was because the selected failure displacements from the 

tangential methods have shown different values for all results. In other 

words, the displacement at failure is different for all cases and leads to 

difficulties in the analysis. Because the velocity of the bucket increases 

after failure, the assumption was that the drainage factor was based on 

the displacement of 5% (=7.5mm) of the bucket diameter which is the 

maximum curvative point for most experiments, and from the previous 

researches it has been revealed that the maximum resistance occurs 

when the bucket is displaced 5-10% of bucket diameter. As a result, 

Table 5.14 presents the displacement velocity at 5% of bucket diameter 

according to the rate of loading. 

Table 5.14 Summary displacement velocity at 5% diameter 

Loading rate 

(m/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

Velocity 

(m/s *103) 

Velocity  

(m/s *103) 

Velocity  

(m/s *103) 

0.002 0.02 0.004 0.02 

0.08 0.08 0.06 0.05 

0.3 0.14 0.11 0.10 

1.15 0.69 0.23 0.16 

2.15 1.12 0.46 0.23 

4.1 1.41 0.58 0.51 
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The drainage factor is purposed depending on the velocity of displacement 

and the maximum inflow velocity of the water. In addition, a liquefaction 

factor is purposed depending on the velocity of displacement and the 

maximum inflow velocity. The assumption is that when the drainage factor 

exceeds ‘1’, the displacement of the bucket is faster which leads to an 

undrained behavior during failure and when the liquefaction factor exceeds 

‘1’ liquefaction occurs internal to the bucket skirt. By defining a drainage 

factor and a liquefaction factor, the failure mode can be classified as drained, 

partially drained with liquefaction, partially drained without liquefaction, and 

undrained conditions. The equation for the drainage factor and the 

liquefaction factor is presented in equation 5.9 and 5.10 

 

𝐹𝐷 =
𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
                        (5.9) 

𝐹𝐿 =
𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
                       (5.10) 

Where, 

𝐹𝐷= Drainage factor 

𝐹𝐿= Liquefaction factor 

𝑉𝐷 = Deispalcement velocity 

Vmax = Maximum water inflow rate 

V𝑙𝑖𝑞 = Critical inflow rate 
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Table 5.15 illustrates the drainage factor (𝐹𝐷) and the liquefaction factor   

(𝐹𝐿) obtained through the experiment results. 

 

Table 5.15 Summary of obtained drainage factors and liquefaction factors 

Loading 

rate (N/s) 

L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.0 L/D = 1.5 

𝐹𝐷 𝐹𝐿 𝐹𝐷 𝐹𝐿 𝐹𝐷 𝐹𝐿 

0.002 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.08 0.1 0.18 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.1 

0.3 0.19 0.32 0.18 0.26 0.16 0.23 

1.15 0.89 1.55 0.46 0.67 0.25 0.35 

2.15 1.15 2.0 0.71 1.03 0.37 0.51 

4.1 1.29 2.3 0.90 1.31 0.71 1.00 

 

 Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 represents the results of the drainage factor and 

the liquefaction factor applied in the test results. Based on the results, failure 

modes can be classified. For the loading rate of 0.002, it can be classified as 

drained because the drainage factor and the liquefaction factor is zero. For 

loading rates from 0.08 N/S to 0.3 N/s, it can be defined as partially drain 

without liquefaction because the drainage factor is below ‘1’ and the 

liquefaction factor is also below ‘1’. For the loading rate of 1.15 N/s, the 

model bucket which has the aspect ratio of 0.5 is classified as an undrained 

failure while the buckets which are longer are partially drained without 

liquefaction. For the loading rate of 2.15 N/s bucket of L/D = 0.5 it can be 

classified at undrained failure which is equal to the laoding rate of 1.15 N/s. 
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for the L/D = 1.0 it can be defined as partially drained with liquefaction. For 

L/D = 1.5 it can be classified as partially drained but no liquefaction. Based 

on this approach, Table 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 presents the classification for each 

loading rate and aspect ratio of the bucket. 

 

Figure 5.1 Drainage factors corresponding to loading rate 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Liquefaction factors corresponding to loading rate 
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Table 5.16 Summary of failure modes (L/D = 0.5) 

Loading 

rate (N/s) 

Failure mode (L/D = 0.5) 

Drained 
Partial 

(Liquefaction X) 

Partial 

(Liquefaction O) 
Undrained 

0.002 O    

0.08  O   

0.3  O   

1.15   O  

2.15    O 

4.1    O 

 

Table 5.17 Summary of failure modes (L/D = 1.0) 

Loading 

rate (N/s) 

Failure mode (L/D = 1.0) 

Drained 
Partial 

(Liquefaction X) 

Partial 

(Liquefaction O) 
Undrained 

0.002 O    

0.08  O   

0.3  O   

1.15  O   

2.15   O  

4.1   O  
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Table 5.18 Summary of failure modes (L/D = 1.5) 

Loading 

rate (N/s) 

Failure mode (L/D = 0.5) 

Drained 
Partial 

(Liquefaction X) 

Partial 

(Liquefaction O) 
Undrained 

0.002 O    

0.08  O   

0.3  O   

1.15  O   

2.15  O   

4.1   O  

 

 Followed by the drainage factor and the liquefaction factor, it can be 

stated that the failure modes for L/D = 1.0, 1.5 is in the partial failure zone 

and for L/D = 0.5, the loading rates applied in the test had results of drained 

to undrained failures. It is noted that the factors obtained in the research are 

from the experiment data. To apply the factors purposed, the maximum 

suction under the lid and also the inflow rate of soil needs extended 

researches. 

 

5.4 Simplified approach for the undrained capacity 

In order to estimate the undrained capacity, several methods have been 

proposed. However, there are limitations in applying the proposed methods 

in the preliminary design. The proposed method by Isknader(2002) has a 

limitation in the parameter which have to be applied such as, bottom suction 

and seepage flow. The mentioned factors need to be measured after the 

installation of the bucket foundation which again infers that the approach is 
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not suitable for preliminary design. In the case of the research by Vicent 

(2020), the proposed equation can be adopted in the prior design step. 

However, the assumptions are conservative and also show an overestimation 

based on the experiment conduct in this data. As a result, a more accurate 

undrained capacity equation will be proposed for preliminary design. 

Figure 5.3 represents the force equilibrium. When pullout force Vu  is 

applied, inner  Rs(inner)  and outer resistance Rs(outer)  will act on the 

surface of the bucket surface. The weight of the bucket and the inner soil core 

will act as a dead load and written as Wb, Ws. The tensile force act at the 

bottom of the bucket and is written as Ftensile. For a simplified approach, 

the following are the three assumptions. First, the maximum Ftensile  is 

equal to the buoyancy acting on the bottom of the bucket. Second, the 

maximum suction occurring under the lid of the bucket is equal to the sum of 

the submerged weight of the plugged soil and Ftensile. 

For the first assumption, the suction pressure bottom of the bucket 

increases as the pullout rate increases. The suction force increases until the 

tensile load reaches γw ∗ L ∗ A. On the second assumption, the suction force 

is equal to the sum of the weight of the soil plug. Under the mentioned 

assumptions, equation 5.11 is illustrated. 
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Figure 5.3 Equilibrium of force during the vertical pullout 

 

Wbucket + Wsoil + Rout + Rin + Fseepage − Fupward + Ftensile    (5.11) 

Wbucket + Wsoil + γw(HA) − γw(HA) − γw(LA) + Ftensile  

+Rout + Rin + Fseepage − Fupward          (5.12) 

Ftensile(max) =  γw(L ∗ A)                (5.13) 

Wbucket + Wsoil+Rout + Rin + Fseepage − Fupward     (5.14) 

Wbucket + Wsoil + (γ’ +
as

L
) ∗ Fr + (γ’ −

s−as

L
) ∗ Fr ∗ L (5.15) 

Fr =
L

2
∗ ktanδ ∗ pi D ∗ L              (5.16) 

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥= γ’ ∗ 𝐿 + γw ∗ L =  γsat ∗ L, asmax=γw ∗ 𝐿     (5.17) 

Wbucket + Wsoil + (γ’ +
γw(L)

L
) ∗ Fr            (5.18) 

Vu = Wbucket + Wsoil +
γsat∗L

2
∗ ktanδ ∗ pi ∗ D ∗ L       (5.19) 
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Where, 

𝑉𝑢 = Undrained pullout capacity 

𝑊𝑏 = Weight of bucket foundation 

𝑊𝑠 = Weight of soil plug 

𝑅𝑖𝑛 = Skin resistance in the inner bucket foundation 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = Skin resistance in the out bucket foundation 

𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 = Seepage force 

𝐹𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 = Seepage force acting upward direction 

𝑠 = Suction pressure under the lid of the bucket 

𝑎𝑠 = Suction pressure under the tip of the bucket 

γ’ = Effective unit weight of surrounding soil 

γw = Unit weight of water 

γsat = Saturated unit weight of surrounding soil 

 

Through the equilibrium, equation 5.11 can be written. Equation 5.12 

expresses the buoyancy acting on the bucket and following the first 

assumption, 𝐹𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒(𝑚𝑎𝑥) =  𝛾𝑤(𝐿𝐴) . As a result, equation 5.11 can be 

simplified into equation 5.14 and the for further simplification 𝐹𝑟 =
𝐿

2
∗

𝑘𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 ∗ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝐷 ∗ 𝐿. Equation 5.16 expresses the friction acting on the skirt, 

seepage, and the upward flow. ‘s’ is equal to the suction pressure under the 

lid of the bucket, and ‘as’ is equal to the suction varying under the tip of the 

bucket. The hydraulic gradient between the surface and the tip of the bucket 

can be expressed as 
as

L
 and the hydraulic gradient between the bucket tip and 
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the bucket lid can be expressed as 
s−as

L
. Further simplification can be done 

by assuming that liquefaction occurs internal to the bucket. γ’ −
s−as

L
 

converges to zero which means that 
s−as

L
 is equal to zero. Along with the 

assumption, maximum suction under the lid is equal to the length multiplied 

by the saturated unit weight of the inner soil and the maximum suction under 

the tup of the bucket is equal to the maximum tensile pressure which follows 

the first assumption. Following the equation, equation 5.19 can be purposed 

to evaluate the undrained capacity for preliminary design.  

 

Table 5.19 presents the parameters adopted in the proposed equation. 

L/D 

ratio 

𝑊𝑏
  

(N) 

𝑊𝑠
  

(N) 

γsat 

(kN/m3) 
ktanδ 

L 

(m) 

0.5 6.63 22.93 17.3 0.22 0.075 

1.0 7.13 45.85 17.3 0.22 0.15 

1.5 7.55 68.79 17.3 0.22 0.225 

 

Table 5.20 Computed undrained pullout capacities 

L/D =0.5 

(N) 

L/D =1.0 

(N) 

L/D =1.5 

(N) 

37.46 73.17 121.74 

 

The obtained were adopted to the drainage factor in chapter 5.3. The 

pullout capacity obtained through the proposed equation is extended based 

on the experiment results in Figure 5.4. It could be stated that the proposed 

equation well matches the experiment results and also well predicts the 

undrained pullout capacity. Figure 5.5 represents the suction pressure varied 
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at failure. The undrained capacities which were predicted were back-

calculated through Houlsby (2005) equation for comparison. The values are 

presented in absolute values for better understanding. As a result, suction 

pressure also showed a good estimation based on the experiment results. 

 

Figure 5.4 Estimated pullout capacity and drainage factor 

 

Figure 5.5 Estimated suction pressure and drainage factor 
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A simplified approach to estimate the pullout capacity under undrained 

conditions is proposed. However, approach is based on experimental results 

and needs further validation and further researches. 

 

5.5 Summary 

 

In the 5th chapter, the pullout capacity was calculated through previous 

researches. The obtained results have shown a good match to the 

experimental results. However, each proposed equation had a limitation and 

also have shown limitation in classifying the failure mode. Due to this reason, 

a drainage factor was proposed to classify each failure mode and a simplified 

approach was purposed to estimate the pullout capacity based on the results 

which have shown nearly undrained and fully undrained (= undrained) 

conditions. The purpose of this approach is to provide a theory to estimate 

the upper bound of stability of the bucket foundation. As a result, based on 

the experiment results, the estimated capacity and suction have shown a good 

estimation. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

 

This study has discussed experimental observations and finding on the 

pullout capacity of a single bucket by conducting a series of 1-g model tests. 

The pullout load of the bucket was varied by applying different loading rates 

to induce bucket pullout under various drainage conditions. The following 

conclusions can be drawn 

(1) The pullout capacity is significantly affected by the drainage condition 

of the soil surrounding the bucket. At a fast loading rate, the bucket endures 

a large pullout force. The suction force generated under the lid of the bucket 

contributes greatly to the pullout capacity for all the model buckets which 

have been experimented with. 

(2) At all levels of embedment depth, a loading rate less than 0.002 N/s 

induced a drained condition while an undrained condition was induced by 

loading rates larger than 4.1 N/s. Loading rates larger than 0.002 N/s, but less 

than 4.1 N/s induced partially drained conditions. The pullout capacity under 

undrained conditions was approximately three times the pullout capacity 

under the drained condition. 

 (3) As the loading rate increased, the volume of soil uplifted increases 

due to the increase of suction under the lid. 

(4) As the aspect ratio of the bucket decreased, the maximum inflow 

velocity increased due to the short drainage length. For a specific loading rate, 
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the buckets which have shorter drainage lengths show undrained behavior at 

failure but show partially drained behavior for longer buckets. 

(6) A drainage factor and a liquefaction factor was defined considering 

bucket displacement velocity at failure and the maximum inflow velocity of 

the water. By defining the factors, failure modes were classified into four 

categories as drained, partially drained with/without internal liquefaction, 

and undrained failure. 

(7) The drained pullout capacity can be predicted by summing the skin 

resistance along the external/internal area of the bucket skirt and also the 

submerged weight of the bucket. 

(8) Preliminary design equation was proposed to estimate the undrained 

pullout capacity. The proposed equation was aimed to provide an upper 

bound for the pullout resistance. The capacity can be estimated by adding the 

weight of the bucket foundation, the weight of the internal soil plug, and the 

shaft resistance induced by the saturated unit weight of the surrounding soil. 
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